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And Murder
Sophie just wants to even the score for those who need justice. Binge on this award-winning series of NINE books bundled into a
limited-time box set for maximum reading pleasure! You can’t read just one! WIRED IN: The tale of Sophie’s development of a
cutting-edge rogue computer program, DAVID, and her discovery of a cyber vigilante whom she may, or may not, be able to bring to
justice. WIRED ROGUE: An untouchable cult deep in the jungle has a leader who might be a stone-cold wife killer, and his children
slave labor. Only Sophie can get them out and find their missing mothers—and along the way, solve the puzzle of The Ghost. WIRED
HARD: A buried royal Hawaiian island in Lahaina on Maui attracts mysterious burglary attempts, and gets deadly fast once Sophie’s
on the case. As she solves a twisted murder with ties to the archaeological dig, she must also tangle with a nightmare from her
past. WIRED DARK: Tech security specialist Sophie Ang returns to Maui, working alongside dynamic partner Jake Dunn to solve a
series of bizarre and escalating threats against a rocker with a beach mansion. But soon, catching a crazed stalker becomes the
least of Sophie’s problems. A deadly enemy is hell-bent to take her down, along with anyone she cares about. WIRED DAWN: Sophie
Ang goes “off the grid” into the remote valley of Kalalau on Kaua`i, where she stumbles across the disappearance of a young boy.
As she races against time to save him, uncovering ugly secrets hidden in the heart of the jungle, the events she tried to flee on
Oahu gather momentum. Special Agent Marcella Scott wades in to deal with what a cyber vigilante left behind, trying to clear her
friend from a murder charge. WIRED JUSTICE: Sophie Ang’s lovable dog Ginger has a nose for murder and leads her tech sleuth
mistress through perilous lava fields on the Big Island to a terrible discovery. Sophie is plunged into a new investigation with
dynamic partner, Jake Dunn, searching for a missing young woman who is just one of many. Sparks fly between the two as they dig
into layers of deception and darkness, rousing the attention of true evil. WIRED SECRET: Palm trees, volcanoes, and black sand
beaches are the backdrop for murder when security specialist Sophie and her dog Ginger are swept up in a multi-layered case on the
Big Island, working with a US Marshal to protect an important witness. WIRED FEAR: Tech sleuth Sophie, her lovable dog Ginger, and
her partner, Jake Dunn, tackle a case involving Hawaii’s famous hula festival even as the return of a deadly relative threatens to
tear apart the fragile life Sophie’s trying to build. WIRED COURAGE: Sophie’s darkest fears come to pass as what’s most precious
to her is snatched away. She must dig deep and travel far to defeat an enemy close to home.
FBI agent Jess Harding travels to Anchorage, Alaska, to investigate the murder of a U.S. senator's daughter and realizes that the
victim's death bears the trademark of a serial killer whom Harding chased five years earlier.
The gripping new thriller from the Top Ten Sunday Times bestselling author, shortlisted for the Irish Crime Book Awards 2020
How do you choose between catching a paedophile and defending your family? It's Lucy Guardino’s first day back at work after she
killed a man to protect her daughter. Little does she know she’s about to be thrown back in the deep end... When serial child
abuser ‘Daddy’ reappears wanting revenge on his first victim, June Bernhart, the FBI must scramble to protect her and track him
down before it’s too late. But things are changing at the Bureau: Lucy’s team is being shut down, and this case – the most urgent
and dangerous of her career – is supposedly her last. How will Lucy protect June and her family from Daddy when he’s always two
steps ahead? Gripping, dark, and relentlessly intense, the fifth Lucy Guardino thriller is a heart-stopping race against time as
Lucy struggles to bring her most disturbing foe yet to justice. Watch out for more Lucy Guardino Lucy Guardino will do whatever it
takes to stop violent predators Snake Skin Blood Stained Kill Zone After Shock Hard Fall Bad Break Beacon Falls Mysteries
featuring Lucy Guardino Last Light Devil Smoke Open Grave What people are saying about Hard Fall and CJ Lyons ‘Fast paced, actionpacked thriller. This is a high-stakes adventure, with dire consequences. Romantic suspense at its best! ... An awesome read from
beginning to the very last page. A must read!’ – April Renn ‘Having read almost everything from C.J. Lyons, I can honestly say
that this is one of her best ever. While all of the Lucy Guardino stories are action-packed, this one was able to combine the
action with more insight into what makes Lucy tick and show just how important her family is to her.’ – H. Mitchell ‘CJ Lyons has
done it again! Hard Fall is a gripping, dynamic narrative guaranteed to engage the reader from beginning to end.’ – Kathyo
‘Undoubtedly the best CJ Lyons book to date. You must read this...’ – Knobby ‘This book can stand alone but once you read Hard
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Fall you will want to make sure you have read the others in the series. Truly the best yet from this amazing author! I cannot wait
to see where Lucy ends up next!’ – dlbgreads ‘This book pulls you in from the very first and you will not be able to put it down
until the last page! CJ Lyons is a gifted story-teller and aways leaves me wanting more. A must read for sure!’ – Brenda Foreman,
Goodreads ‘Lyons always delivers an ending no one perceives or has ever thought possible... a great mystery full of suspense and a
great 5 star read.’ – John Kurtze, Goodreads
Enemy Among Us (An Espionage Thriller)
British Murder Mystery: Ultimate Collection (Over 350 Detective Novels, Thriller Tales & True Crime Stories)
Vigilante Justice Thriller Series
Hades
A Gripping Crime Thriller You Don't Want to Miss
Hard Fall
SIX WEEKS. SIX VICTIMS. NO CLUES. 'One down, five to go.' When a leading psychiatrist is found murdered by insulin injection in his home, with a note bearing this threat, Detective Inspector Paolo Sterling
and his team find themselves in a race against time to stop a killer from striking again. But with so little to go on, trying to find the next victim is like trying to find a needle in a haystack. As the body count rises,
and the investigation reaches its critical point, Paolo and his team grapple with what could be their most complex case to date. But just when they think the game is up, they make a shocking discovery that leads
them close to home. With so much at stake, can DI Sterling uncover the truth before it's too late? Or will those closest to him pay the price? *PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED AS INJECTIONS OF INSANITY*
Lorraine Mace returns with the third unflinching and totally gripping instalment in her dark and gritty series featuring DI Paolo Sterling. Perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, M. J. Arlidge and Karin Slaughter.
'Lorraine Mace has done it again. Crime fiction at its absolute finest' MARION TODD 'What an opening! Lorraine certainly knows how to write a gripping thriller. A chilling read' KAREN KING LOVE FOR
LORRAINE MACE'S WRITING: 'I. Am. Not. Okay. That ending - mind blown!!!! Rage and Retribution deserves ALL the stars! It is AMAZING!' 5* Reader Review 'Wow, just wow is all I can say. The whole
series is just too good to miss.' 5* Reader Review 'I am an absolutely massive fan of this series . . . the books are just getting better and better' 5* Reader Review 'I am blown away by this story and LOVE everything
about it. I cannot wait for the next instalment.' 5* Reader Review 'OMG! That opening scene' 5* Reader Review 'I could not put my kindle down while reading this!' 5* Reader Review
The follow-up to the critically acclaimed Till the Dust Settles. “A heart wrenching and tense read that drew me in right from the start.” —By the Letter Book Reviews Penny seizes the chance of a new life for her
family when her husband is offered a job in Europe. At the airport, they meet charming Sophie, fluent in French and looking for work as an au pair. Penny, struggling to cope in France, offers Sophie a job and she
soon becomes an important part of the family’s life. But Sophie is hiding something. Then Penny’s toddler son, Ethan, is abducted and an international hunt for the child begins. The police beg Penny and her
husband to take part in a television appeal but the couple refuse. Unknown to the police, Penny and Seth have new identities and are determined to lay low and protect them. But it may be too late for that. Who has
taken Ethan and why? Are the couple’s true identities linked to the abduction? And who has been watching them? To save her son Penny may have to put her own life on the line. Praise for Till the Dust Settles “A
tale of conspiracy, abuse and how one wrong decision can alter the course of your life . . . the author does a fantastic job of setting up the story line, plot twisting and bringing everything together.” —Where the
Reader Grows “Pat Young recreates events with so much grace and compassion in her EXCEPTIONAL debut novel . . . Phew! What a scorching read . . . Absolutely superb!” —The Book Magnet
A breathtaking geopolitical epic fantasy, The Monster Baru Cormorant is the sequel to Seth Dickinson's "fascinating tale" (The Washington Post), The Traitor Baru Cormorant. Her world was shattered by the
Empire of Masks. For the power to shatter the Masquerade, She betrayed everyone she loved. The traitor Baru Cormorant is now the cryptarch Agonist—a secret lord of the empire she's vowed to destroy. Hunted
by a mutinous admiral, haunted by the wound which has split her mind in two, Baru leads her dearest foes on an expedition for the secret of immortality. It's her chance to trigger a war that will consume the
Masquerade. But Baru's heart is broken, and she fears she can no longer tell justice from revenge...or her own desires from the will of the man who remade her. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Five-year-old Cally waits in her pretty pink bedroom for the sound of the front door opening and her mother’s sweet voice in the hall. But when the doorbell finally rings, and Cally creeps out of bed to peer through
the banister, a large man in uniform is all she sees. Her mother is missing... Teacher Annabel Braddock was last seen drinking at the local pub with her best friend, Jennifer. Witnesses saw tears running down her
cheeks, and friends say she was having problems with a colleague at work, and that her marriage had broken down. But as the two women hugged goodbye, neither noticed the car speeding towards them. As the dust
settled, Jennifer lay unconscious on the ground and Annabel was nowhere to be seen. She’d never abandon her little girl, so did someone snatch her? As family crowd around Jennifer’s hospital bed, hoping she’ll
wake up, police visit Annabel’s home and her inconsolable daughter, Cally, tells them she had seen a man outside staring into her room as she climbed into bed that evening. Was it her childish imagination, or had
someone been watching Annabel’s home? When Jennifer finally opens her eyes and tells the police what happened that night, it’s clear there are plenty of people with a reason to harm Annabel. With an
unpredictable husband, a colleague who denies harassing her and a neighbour who seems to know her every move, could she be in imminent danger? As the hours turn to days, will little Cally ever see her precious
mother again? Or will she be next? If you love fast-paced, gripping crime thrillers that keep you up all night, you’ll be completely addicted to One Girl Missing. Perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Cara Hunter and
Clare Mackintosh. What readers are saying about One Girl Missing: ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Wow! Carla Kovach hits it totally out of the park!… Grabbed me from the start and didn’t let go.’ NetGalley reviewer ‘Phenomenal… I
was blown away by this book… Brilliant.’ NetGalley reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Fantastic, fantastic and fantastic.’ NetGalley reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘An undeniable 5 stars… Absolutely blowout ending was thrilling… I look
forward to dropping EVERYTHING all over again for the next instalment.’ @chloesreadingroom ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A five star-plus read.’ NetGalley reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Read it in one day… It kept me riveted until late into the
night… Superb.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Gripping, suspenseful and unpredictable… I loved it.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘A fast-paced, gripping storyline which will keep you turning the pages till the very
end… Loved this book!’ Stardust Book Reviews ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Addictive… Completely solid and unputdownable.’ Confessions of a Bookaholic ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Fantastic storytelling… Kept me on the edge of my seat.’ NetGalley
reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘So good!... Loved everything about this.’ @owl._.books ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Unputdownable… I read this straight through!’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I love, love, love this series… Grabbed me from the very
first page and held me hostage until the very end… Fantastic page-turner.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Amazing and completely spell-binding.’ NetGalley reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I absolutely loved it!!’ NetGalley reviewer
The Tyrant Baru Cormorant
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One Girl Missing
Death by Latte
The Kings & Queens of Hollywood Comedy
The Krewe
The Wrong Side of Dead
A literary expert reveals the Christian roots of the vampire myth and helps make Christian sense of today's popular obsession with vampires.
Recovering drug addict and actor Jack Palms leaves Hollywood and ends up in San Francisco where he unwittingly becomes involved with a group of former
KGB agents turned drug dealers and a beautiful bartender who is gunning for his life.
The moon shines through the open window, bathing the woman in pale light. Blood-red wine from a shattered glass soaks into the cream blanket beside her,
and her dull eyes stare vacantly at the framed photograph in her hand. When beautiful wife and mother Alicia Gordon is found dead in a remote woodland
cabin, Detective Amanda Steele is shocked to discover that she knows the husband. Amanda hasn’t spoken to Tony since she lost the love of her own life
seven years ago, and seeing tragedy tearing her old friend’s family apart brings back so many painful memories. Alicia was alone when she died, but she
was so young, and Amanda can’t help feeling suspicious. Then she discovers that Alicia’s sleep medication had been tampered with, slowly poisoning her
over several days. Amanda wants to trust that the sorrow on Tony’s face is real, but the more she digs into his marriage, the more it seems that he had
opportunity, and motive… Interviewing one of Alicia’s old colleagues, Amanda is shaken to her core when the woman suddenly collapses in her arms, dying
in seconds from a lethal dose of the same poison that killed Alicia. But what could link this woman to Tony? With her partner blaming Amanda for not
arresting Tony immediately, she needs to prove that he isn’t the killer, or accept that the second woman’s death could be on her hands. She’s running
out of time and leads when she discovers threatening messages sent to both victims. It’s the final clue to unmasking the most twisted killer Amanda has
ever come up against, and to stop them she’ll have to risk everything… A heart-pounding crime thriller perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Robert Dugoni
and Rachel Caine. What readers are saying about Her Frozen Cry: “Absolutely brilliant… wish I could give it more than five stars! Got me from page one
and I couldn’t stop reading till I found out how it would end!” NetGalley reviewer, ????? “This felt like a roller coaster ride and the ending was so
unexpected--I did not expect that… This book will keep you up all night… at the edge of the seat--worth five stars!” Tropical Girl Reads Books, ?????
Readers love the Detective Amanda Steele series: “OMG YES. This was an amazing book… I couldn’t put it down… Best book I read this year.” Goodreads
reviewer, ????? “My heart is still beating fast! Wow!! By far, one of the best thrillers I’ve read in a long time!” Goodreads reviewer, ????? “What a
great book! I read it in one day and had so many twists and turns I never saw the ending coming!” Goodreads reviewer, ????? “If there was a way to give
more than 5 stars, I would! This book is amazing!” Goodreads reviewer, ????? “I already can’t wait for the next one! This one pulls you in from the very
beginning… The mystery is full of action and twists. I absolutely did not see that ending coming.” Goodreads reviewer, ????? “I ended up devouring the
entire book in just one sitting… I was completely pulled into this one and found myself completely unable to put this down.” Little Miss Book Lover 87,
????? “Wow! Could not put this down. So many twists and surprises.” Goodreads reviewer, ????? “I absolutely LOVE LOVE LOVE this book!” NetGalley
reviewer, ????? “I LOVED this book… That ending, phew I didn’t see that coming at all!!!” NetGalley reviewer, ?????
Police Chief Justin Westwood is content to escape his big-city past in sleepy East End Harbor, but the brutal murder of a Wall Street shark is about to
change all that--not least because Westwood was in bed with the victim's wife at the time. National bestselling author Russell Andrews returns with an
intricately layered novel of suspense, as Justin Westwood tries to clear himself of involvement in murder while a multinational financial conspiracy
brings destruction in its wake. Westwood is willing to do whatever it takes to solve this crime, even if it means teaming up with an FBI agent who once
broke his heart. A trail of dead bodies draws him back home to Providence, RI, where he must deal with his own personal demons as well as reconnect with
troubling memories of the past. Here he will discover a complex corporate scam with unimaginably murky depths, and at the heart of it an evil, scheming
intelligence and a deadly temptress whose greatest joy lies in human suffering and death. HADES is a dark and atmospheric tale of obscene wealth and
sadistic violence, opposed by one flawed but honorable man.
Perfect Angel
Departure
Young Junius
Pins and Needles
Paradise Crime Thrillers Books 1-9
A Regency Crime Thriller

A party game among a group of old friends unearths a terrifying truth in this “breathtaking psychological thriller” (Library Journal). Back
at college in the 1970s, they called themselves “The Madison Seven”—a close circle of inseparable friends. Years later, they have gathered at
Julia Mallet’s Manhattan apartment for her thirty-fifth birthday, where they decide to play a game involving Julia’s talent for hypnosis.
Julia, an advertising executive, is raising her daughter without the inconvenience of a husband. She’s happy to have her friends over to
celebrate and reminisce—but they’re about to bring back a past that should have been left dead and forgotten. Less than twenty-four hours
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after the party, a woman Julia barely knows is brutally and senselessly slain. The maniac has left a calling card that only Julia can read:
the result of a post-hypnotic suggestion inadvertently lodged in six subconscious minds. Now Julia knows without question that one of her
dearest friends is a murderer . . . From the author of Losing Isaiah and Closing Costs, this is a “thoroughly chilling and engrossing” tale
of suspense (Library Journal). “Some cleverly diabolic twists . . . Frightening.” —Booklist “A page-turner.” —Orlando Sentinel
If you like True Blood, Vampire Diaries, and Teen Wolf, you love the Burning Moon Series by RK Close! Bundle and save. Read the first three
installments of the Burning Moon Series by RK Close. The McKenzie brothers know that the small mountain community they call home would never
accept them if they were to discover the firefighting trio are secretly wolf-shifters. The McKenzie brothers fight fires, melt hearts and
occasionally howl at the moon. From their humble beginnings to the second action-packed novel, you'll fall in love with the McKenzie brothers
as they fight their way through life with a mysterious past and a dangerous secret to protect. Fast-paced, slow burn paranormal romantic
suspense that's sure to keep you reading far past bedtime. This set includes; Spark - Novel 1 Ignite - Novel 2 Ashes ~ Novella
www.RKCloseBooks.com Paranormal Romantic Suspense /Thriller
Andre loves three things most of all: his daddy, his trumpet, and Louis Armstrong. But when his father is killed on the St. Charles
streetcar, and Andre is the only witness, he'll have to grow up fast. There is one problem. The boy can't, or won't speak-no one is really
sure which. Under pressure from all directions, Andre's silence and eventual disappearance will spark a chain of events that quickly spiral
into out of control, as authorities try to piece together what happened that day on the streetcar and save Andre's life. Thankfully, the boy
has friends. Private detectives Felix Herbert, and his crumbling but affable partner David Melancon are on the hunt for the boy, and they'll
need to act fast if they hope to find him before the killer does. Uptown Blues is the fifth installment of the universally praised Herbert
and Melancon mystery series, but it can be read as a standalone novel! Read some of the thousands of gushing reviews for the series: ? "One
of the best series I have read". -- Glennise Remick ? "You can bet I will read everything I can find written by him" - Randy Yost, Amazon
Reader ? "Graphic, taut, fraught with wild ideas that actually work...a compelling sense of reality that is extraordinarily well written...
very very good" -Chancy from Texas, Amazon reader ? "One of the most interesting books I have read in awhile" - Marilyn Amazon Reader ?
"Story lines are unique and brought to life wrapped in outstanding prose. From the first paragraph to the last I am drawn and held."- Diana
H, Amazon reader ? "This is so well written and the story (and stories) within are brilliant. I couldn't stop reading it"- Roberta J, Amazon
Reader Grab your copy today and get hooked on this taut, gritty, and tightly-written noir epic, equal parts Gillian Flynn, James Lee Burke,
and John Grisham!
Recounts the true story of the murder of Ken Rex McElroy, a man who had terrorized and bullied the citizens of Skidmore, Missouri, and whose
killer is still protected by a code of silence.
The Returned
In Broad Daylight
The Monster Baru Cormorant
Now Write! Mysteries
A Psychological Thriller that Will Keep You Guessing
Rapscallion

DIVShortlisted for Best Independent Voice at the Amazon Publishing Readers' Awards Longlisted for the Guardian's Not the Booker Prize THRILLER OF THE
YEAR in GUARDIAN, TELEGRAPH AND DAILY EXPRESS ‘Totally addictive. Like Fight Club, only darker' S.J. Watson ‘I loved this book. Dark and at times almost
comical, a great blend of crime thriller and the darkest imaginable domestic noir' Sarah Pinborough _________________ Dark, deviant and disturbing domestic
noir … one of the most entrancing, sophisticated and page-turning psychological thrillers of the year… One crossed wire, three dead bodies and six bottles
of bleach… Seth Beauman can't sleep. He stays up late, calling strangers from his phonebook, hoping to make a connection, while his wife, Maeve, sleeps
upstairs. A crossed wire finds a suicidal Hadley Serf on the phone to Seth, thinking she is talking to The Samaritans. But a seemingly harmless, late-night
hobby turns into something more for Seth and for Hadley, and soon their late-night talks are turning into day-time meet-ups. And then this dysfunctional
love story turns into something altogether darker, when Seth brings Hadley home… And someone is watching… Dark, sexy, dangerous and wildly readable,
Good Samaritans marks the scorching return of one of crime fiction's most exceptional voices. _________________ ‘So dark, so cool' Lisa Howells, Heat
Magazine ‘Will Carver's invigoratingly nasty novel … is a bleak vision of life: not the whole truth of it, thank god, but true enough to impart to the reader the
thrill of genuine discomfort, presented with the chilly conviction of Simenon's most unflinching romans dues and just as horribly addictive' Jake Kerridge,
The Telegraph ‘Carver weaves these strands together for an unsettling but compelling mixture of the banal, the horrific and, at times, the near-comic,
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wrong-footing the reader at every turn' Laura Wilson, Guardian ‘In this frantic read in sheer overdrive, Carver appeals to the worst voyeur in all of us and
delivers the goods with a punch and a fiendish sense of pace and dark humour … my type of noir' Maxim Jakubowski, Crime Time ‘Must Read!' Daily
Express ‘Beautiful, gripping and disturbing in equal measure, a postcard from the razor's edge of the connected world we live in' Kevin Wignall ‘Possibly the
most interesting and original writer in the crime-fiction genre, and I've loved his books for years. Good Samaritans is his best to date – dark, slick, gripping,
and impossible to put down. You'll be sucked in from the first page' Luca Veste ‘Oh My God, Good Samaritans is amazing. I'm a little in love with your
writing Will Carver' Helen FitzGerald, Author of The Cry ‘Sick … in the best possible way. Will Carver delivers a delicious slice of noir that will have you
reeling' Michael J. Malone ‘If you're looking for a genuinely creepy thriller, checkout Good Samaritans… completely enthralled' Margaret B Madden ‘Dark,
edgy, disturbing, shocking and sexy. It's also highly original and one of the best thrillers of the year … You n
A long-lost manuscript may reveal the past—or destroy the future—in “a wildly imaginative thriller that fans of Dan Brown and Steve Berry will love” (Phillip
Margolin, New York Times–bestselling author). Lee Nicholson is ready to take the academic world by storm, having discovered a sonnet she believes was
written by William Shakespeare. But when she reads the poem on the air, the words put her life in peril and trigger a violent chase—with stakes that reach
far beyond the cloistered walls of academia. Buried in the language of the sonnet, in its allusions and wordplay, are secrets that have been hidden since
Elizabethan times, secrets known only to the queen and her trusted doctor, but guessed at by men who seek the crown and others who seek the world. If
the riddles are solved, it could explode what historians know of the great Elizabeth I—and release a terrifying pandemic. Lee’s quest for the answers buried
in the sonnet keeps her one step ahead of an international hunt—from the police who want her for murder, to a group of men who will stop at nothing to
end her quest, to a madman who pursues the answers for destructive reasons of his own. As this intelligent thriller moves back and forth between Tudor
England and the present day, Lee begins to piece together the meaning behind Shakespeare’s words, carrying the story to its gasp-out-loud conclusion.
“Imaginative plotting and depth of character distinguish this centuries-spanning thriller.” —Publishers Weekly “Will have you on the edge of your seat . . . a
roller-coaster ride of a book.” —C. W. Gortner, international-bestselling author of The Last Queen
--Home sweet hell.-- A wedding should be a joyful affair, but it is far from that for Seth Villani. Thrust into an arranged marriage, back under the same roof
with serpents and wolves who are his family, Seth has to watch his back if he is to survive until the despised event. Though with his love affair with
Domenico Acerbi slipping out of his grasp, and his father forcing blood on his hands, sometimes Seth wishes the dark waves of the sea nearby could
swallow him whole. Coming back home to Italy is full of bitterness and regret for Domenico. He knows he will have to see Seth, the first man who's found a
way to his heart in years, walk down the aisle and marry. Seth belongs with Domenico, and having him ripped out of his arms is an offense he cannot bear.
Yet despite the tension between them, and the growing resentment, Domenico still needs to watch Seth's back, because there's a target on it, and no
matter how much Domenico doesn't want Seth to marry, he will not have him dead. POSSIBLE SPOILERS: Themes: Enemies to lovers, mafia, homophobia,
assassin, organized crime Genre: Dark, twisted M/M romance / crime thriller Erotic content: Explicit steamy scenes, coercion Length: ~90,000 words
WARNING: Adult content. If you are easily offended, this book is not for you. 'Guns n' Boys' is a gritty story of extreme violence, offensive language, abuse,
and morally ambiguous protagonists. Behind the morbid facade, there is a splash of inappropriate dark humor, and a love story that will crawl under your
skin.
His brother has thrown himself under the eight o'clock freight train, or so he's been told.Felix is heartbroken, mystified, and above all else: deeply
suspicious. His gut screams foul play.The black sheep of a wealthy, respected family in New Orleans, Felix knows his gut is untested, naïve, addled by drugs
and self-doubt. Who will believe him? Should he even trust himself?As the Mardi Gras season descends on the city, Felix will have to find a way. His purpose
is, for once, very clear: to find out who, or what, caused his big brother to die in such heinous circumstances, no matter what it takes.But there are
shadowy forces at work. As he gets in over his head, he'll need the help of a garrulous police detective, the family's ancient butler, and a massive pork
fortune, all in order to fight his way to the bottom of things.Will he live up to the family name and avenge his brother? Find out in part one of a hard-boiled
detective series set in the Big Easy.
A totally addictive crime thriller
Uptown Blues
Takeoff
I Know Where You Live
The Semper Sonnet
A shocking and unputdownable crime thriller
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Seth Dickinson's epic fantasy series which began with the “literally breathtaking” (NPR) The Traitor Baru Cormorant, returns with the third
book, The Tyrant Baru Cormorant. The hunt is over. After fifteen years of lies and sacrifice, Baru Cormorant has the power to destroy the
Imperial Republic of Falcrest that she pretends to serve. The secret society called the Cancrioth is real, and Baru is among them. But the
Cancrioth's weapon cannot distinguish the guilty from the innocent. If it escapes quarantine, the ancient hemorrhagic plague called the
Kettling will kill hundreds of millions...not just in Falcrest, but all across the world. History will end in a black bloodstain. Is that
justice? Is this really what Tain Hu hoped for when she sacrificed herself? Baru's enemies close in from all sides. Baru's own mind teeters
on the edge of madness or shattering revelation. Now she must choose between genocidal revenge and a far more difficult path—a conspiracy of
judges, kings, spies and immortals, puppeteering the world's riches and two great wars in a gambit for the ultimate prize. If Baru had
absolute power over the Imperial Republic, she could force Falcrest to abandon its colonies and make right its crimes. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Series statement from the authors website.
"Still reeling from a devastating personal tragedy, air marshal turned investigator Seth Walker embarks on his first case. All he has to do
is accompany female pop star Max Magic to Los Angeles and deliver her to the FBI. But when their routine flight ends in a hail of gunfire at
LAX, Walker has no choice but to take the frightened diva on the run"--Dust jacket flap.
"I don't even know who I am anymore.""All you need to know is that you're mine." Seth would follow Domenico to the depths of hell. He
promised to always be at Domenico's side. But hell becomes all too real when they infiltrate the world of Toro - a notoriously securityobsessed arms dealer, who has eyes and ears everywhere. Seth becomes unable to steal even a moment of intimacy with Domenico, and the
tension grinds them down each day. Beyond the deceptive paradise of Toro's villa, violence is an everyday occurrence, and the swimming pool
could just as well be filled with blood. To survive, Seth has to become the man Domenico needs him to be, but in the process, he might lose
who he truly is. With Seth trained up, and Mark as backup, victory is so close Domenico can taste it. They just need to prove themselves to
Toro as valuable assets. With each day though, Seth seems to be drifting away from Domenico, hidden behind a mask of cruelty and
indifference. It is exactly what Domenico asked of him, so why is it so difficult to see Seth become his mirror image? POSSIBLE SPOILERS:
Themes: mafia, cartel, assassin, organized crime, homophobia, human trafficking, undercover, family ties Genre: Dark, twisted romance /
crime thriller Length: ~115,000 words WARNING: Adult content. If you are easily offended, this book is not for you.'Guns n' Boys' is a
gritty story of violence, offensive language, abuse, and morally ambiguous protagonists. Behind the morbid facade, there is a splash of
inappropriate dark humor, and a love story that will crawl under your skin.
Vampire Defanged, The
The Reviver
Guns N' Boys
A totally pulse-pounding crime thriller
Jack Wakes Up
He Is Mine (Book 2) (Gay Dark Romance Mafia Thriller)

In the third adventure featuring the James Bond of the Regency Era, Matthew Hawkwood goes undercover to hunt down smugglers and traitors at the height of the
Napoleonic Wars For a French prisoner of war, there is only one fate worse than the gallows: the hulks. Former man-o-wars, now converted to prison ships, their
fearsome reputation guarantees a sentence served in dreadful conditions. Few survive. Escape, it’s said, is impossible. Yet reports persist of a sinister smuggling
operation within this brutal world, and the Royal Navy is worried enough to send two of its officers to investigate. When they disappear without a trace, the Navy
turns in desperation to Bow Street for help. It’s time to send in a man as dangerous as the prey. It’s time to send in Hawkwood.
The genre-bending The Reviver is a gripping futuristic dystopia from Seth Patrick. He gives justice to the dead. Jonah Miller is a reviver. Part of a forensic
investigative team, he is able to wake the recently dead and let them bear witness to their own demise. The testimony of the dead is permitted in courtrooms across
the world. Forensic revival is a routine part of police investigation. But while reviving the victim of a brutal murder, he encounters a terrifying presence. Something is
watching. Waiting. His superiors tell him it was only in his mind, a product of stress. Jonah is not so certain. Then Daniel Harker, a journalist and revival supporter,
is murdered, and Jonah finds himself getting dragged into the hunt for answers. Working with Harker's daughter Annabel, he's determined to find those responsible
and bring them to justice. Soon they uncover long-hidden truths that call into doubt everything Jonah stands for, and reveal a threat that, if not stopped in time, will
put all of humanity in danger . . .
Her head throbbed as she stumbled up the stairs. Music vibrating and the sound of partygoers fill her head as she walks into one of the dark, empty rooms. As she
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sits on the bed, she hears the unmistakable sound of the door locking behind her. She is not alone. The body of college student Chrissie Lowe lies curled into a ball
– long red cuts along her arms suggesting how she had met her death. Detective Jenna Alton is called in to investigate. Purplish bruising on Chrissie’s upper arms
and thighs make Jenna believe there is more to Chrissie’s death than others suspected, and she soon finds herself following the trail of the student’s last few
moments, leading her to the scene of a party that had ended just hours before Chrissie’s body was found. When Jenna hears reports that Chrissie was seen going
into the bedroom of a college football star, she knows that finding out what went on behind that closed door could be the key to finding out how Chrissie ended up
dead. But then another partygoer dies in an apparent accident at the campus gym just hours later, and Jenna is convinced the deaths are connected. Facing a wall of
silence from the student population, Jenna has to act fast to find the killer, but soon another student is found dead on the campus. As Jenna sends in one of her
deputies undercover, she prays that she hasn’t just sealed his fate. Can she find the killer before any more lives are taken? Fans of Lisa Regan, Karin Slaughter and
Rachel Abbott will love this totally gripping page-turner from bestselling crime author D.K. Hood. You won’t be able to put it down! What readers are saying about
Break the Silence: ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Wow. Wow. Wow. D.K. Hood has nailed it again… I just can’t get enough of this series.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I absolutely love
this author and series… Excellent read.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘OMG…. I literally devoured this book and it had me at the edge of my seat the whole time. It
gripped from the outset.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Oh Lordy, what a cracking read!... The main plot is excellent with lots of twists and turns and I didn’t for a
moment see who was committing the murders.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘D.K. Hood has done it again. Absolutely brilliant!!’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Once
I started this book, I couldn’t put it down – 5 stars from me! I absolutely love this series.’ Netgalley reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘This is the best of the series so far… so well
written that I had no clue who it was and was shocked by the reveal.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘It will grab you from the turn of the first page and won’t release
you until the very last. Strap in and get ready for the ride, it’ll be one rollercoaster you will not want to get off!!!’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Amazing book! Held
my attention from the start to the very end. Plenty of suspense, twists and turns.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I absolutely love this series. You are brought in
several different directions before a cracking end.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘What a cracking book this is.’ Netgalley reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘This is my favourite
series featuring American Police Officers… A brilliant read.’ Nigel Adams Book Worm ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Black Rock Falls is not for the faint hearted!... I would recommend it
to anyone who enjoys curling up with a very good crime story.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Brilliant. A very cleverly written thriller that I read in one sitting.’
Netgalley reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘OMG another page-turner… The tension and suspense had me stuck to my seat… Another must-read in this addictive and fantastic
series.’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Very well written… The author has you guessing until the very end.’ Goodreads reviewer
Paradise can’t contain a woman out for justice. Sophie Ang has escaped a dark past to right wrongs as a crime fighter, and she won’t let anything stand in her way.
WIRED IN: The tale of Sophie’s development of a cutting-edge rogue computer program, DAVID, and her discovery of a cyber vigilante whom she may, or may not,
be able to bring to justice. WIRED ROGUE: An untouchable cult deep in the jungle has a leader who might be a stone-cold wife killer, and his children slave labor.
Only Sophie can get them out and find their missing mothers—and along the way, solve the puzzle of The Ghost. WIRED HARD: A buried royal Hawaiian island in
Lahaina on Maui attracts mysterious burglary attempts, and gets deadly fast once Sophie’s on the case. As she solves a twisted murder with ties to the
archaeological dig, she must also tangle with a nightmare from her past. Grab the first three books of the Paradise Crime Series bundled for a twisty, intelligent thrill
ride: "Girl with the Dragon Tattoo becomes female Jack Reacher...in Hawaii!" “Very suspenseful! These books move along at a fast pace with many twists and turns.
The main character is smart and a warrior.” ~James S, Goodreads
Paradise Crime Thrillers Books 1-3
An edge-of-your-seat crime thriller (DI Sterling Thriller Series, Book 3)
A totally addictive and gripping crime thriller
Break the Silence
Homeboy
False Horizon
WHERE HAVE AMERICA'S MISSING PERSONS GONE? As a doctor in the post-Blackout United States of America of 2087, Joe Barnes struggles to save his patients and uphold his Hippocratic Oath. Even so,
he's an idealist, and his home life is one of happy expectation as he and his wife Mary prepare to welcome their first child after a "medical miracle" makes their dream possible.But a teenaged boy dies
unexpectedly on Barnes' watch and a girl goes missing, and as Barnes becomes obsessed with finding the killer, patients keep dropping dead from strange diseases that should no longer exist at the
end of the 21st century. With the help of his mentor, he chases a phantom force at work in the hospital and discovers a terrifying link to a human experimentation program from the barely-remembered
chaos of World War II. The forces behind the spreading pestilence threaten to spark another global cataclysm - and slaughter Barnes's young family - unless the good doctor can stop them in time.
The essential handbook for writers of whodunits, techno- thrillers, cozies, and everything in between-featuring never-before- published personal writing exercises from some of today's bestselling and
award-winning mystery writers. Now Write! Mysteries, the fourth volume in the acclaimed Now Write! writing guide series, brings together numerous bestselling authors-including winners of and
nominees for the Edgar, Hugo, and Shamus awards,-for the definitive guide to writing mysteries, thrillers, and suspense stories. Now Write! Mysteries teaches you everything you've ever wanted to
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know about crafting a page-turning mystery-from creating a believable detective hero (or terrifying villain), to using real-life cutting-edge investigative techniques to bring your story to life-with practical
exercises taken directly from the pros: Discover the best techniques for seamlessly integrating action into your story with John Lutz, New York Times-bestselling author of Urge to Kill, Night Kills, and
Serial. Learn how to fine-tune your sense of place and setting with Louise Penny, New York Times-bestselling author of the Armand Gamache mysteries. Take advice from Lorenzo Carcaterra, author of
Sleepers and writer/producer for Law & Order, on how to compose a scene that lives up to your character's backstory. Let Marcia Talley, Agatha- and Anthony-winning author of the Hannah Ives
mysteries, show you how to build a memorable, engaging detective. (Hint: It's not about making him flawless.) Others included are: Simon Brett, Hallie Ephron, Meg Gardiner, Peter James, Christopher G.
Moore, Michael Sears, and many others. No other mystery-writing guide offers the road tested wisdom of so many award-winners and bestselling authors in one place.
HOMEBOY, Seth Morgan's stunning novel, is a gritty, ribald, and frenetically lyrical odyssey through the Strip in San Francisco -a netherworld of whores, pimps, dealers, and junkies - to the hell of
Coldwater Penitentiary. After a high-priced hooker is killed and one of the world's biggest diamonds is stolen, Joe Speaker, a strip-joint barker and dope addict, stumbles onto the missing jewel, is hunted
down and put away for the murder. In prison, he finds that his troubles are just beginning.
Read Linda Gerber's posts on the Penguin Blog. It was only a few weeks ago that Aphra Connolly’s life changed completely. She had been living a quiet existence on her father’s secluded island resort,
until Seth Mulo turned up and stole her heart . . . and provided information that led her to find her mom in Seattle. But the reunion isn’t quite what she expected. Aphra’s mom, Natalie, doesn’t seem
happy to see Aphra, and Natalie’s boyfriend, Joe, insists that Aphra go home. Even worse, Seth shows up, only to ask her to return the ring he gave her the previous summer. At least Natalie’s hunky
neighbor is sympathetic. But when Joe is found dead at a nearby coffee shop, Aphra discovers her whole trip to Seattle has been based on a lie. And now someone just might be trying to kill her. . . .
Shifter Thriller & Romantic Suspense - Three Book Set
The Last Man
How the Embodiment of Evil Became a Romantic Hero
Burning Moon Series Box Set
Bloodbath
The Cutting Place (Maeve Kerrigan, Book 9)
Former FBI Special Agent Jim McLeary is on a dangerous mission. Paired with an adversarial female partner and an egocentric Section Chief with a hidden agenda, McLeary must
prevent an elusive enemy from releasing a silent weapon of mass destruction. Hindered by a tainted past, a gauntlet of double-agents, covert operatives, and a guilty
conscience—McLeary comes face-to-face with his worst fear: the cost of victory may prove more than he can afford. OTHER TITLES by Jason Melby: Without A Trace... (A Suspense
Novel) A Dangerous Affair (A Romantic Suspense Novel) The Gauntlet (A Thriller)
An author with longstanding popular podcast brings a side character to the forefront in this Boston-set book about drug life.
In The Wrong Side of Dead, the second thriller of her new Sweet Justice series, Jordan Dane returns to the mean streets of Chicago, as bounty hunter Jessie Beckett works to solve a
grisly murder and save a friend in the process. They must face the nightmares of their pasts if they want to avoid ending up on the wrong side of dead . . .
A cold case heats up as a British police detective investigates the murder of a union activist—while MI5 puts the pressure on . . . DCI Alex Fleming has returned to work after
convalescent leave to find that the Assistant Chief Constable wants him to review an old cold case. William Stroud, a union activist, was shot dead five years ago after a strike at the
Atomic Weapons Establishment organised by union leader Bill Kauffman. No one had ever been arrested for the crime. When Fleming later finds out that MI5 have an interest in the
case and in what’s going on at the AWE, he realises how deep he’s going to have to dig. After speaking to the officer who originally investigated the case, he learns that another
activist was the main suspect. But as the body count rises and Fleming uncovers an extramarital affair, he suspects the answers may lie in a very different place . . .
A Novel
Suspense, Crime, Thriller, and Other Mystery Fiction Exercises from Today's Best Writers and Teachers
Project 137
Her Frozen Cry
Good Samaritans

"An addictive read. It's one of the most compelling novels I've read in a long time."—For Winter Nights What Happens When The Ones You Lost Come Back From The Dead? In a small
Alpine village, people start to appear, trying to return to their homes after a terrible accident none of them can recall. What they do not yet know is that they have been dead for several
years—and no one is expecting them back. But they are not the only ones to have seemingly returned from the dead. Their arrival coincides with a series of horrific murders, which bear a
chilling resemblance to the work of a serial killer from the past... A stunning, page-turner filled with startling real characters, The Returned, is a captivating, emotional drama. The
international bestseller based on the hit French TV series Les Revenants that inspires A&E's The Returned.
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